Resiliency, Rejuvenation, and Re-Vision

PLEASE NOTE THE DATE:
TUESDAY, AUGUST 20
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
CLARKE FIELD HOUSE

Explore the various definitions of resiliency and develop some methods for strengthening our resiliency inside and outside the classroom…. Our vision for this conference is truly re-vision!

AGENDA In Brief
❖ 8:00-9:00 BREAKFAST/ Explore Book exhibit
❖ 9:00-10:15 Hands-On Learning with Fritz Kreisler, Jennifer Jeffries, Marie Thomas
❖ 10:15-10:45 Break / Book Exhibit
❖ 10:45-12:30 More Hands-On Learning with Fritz, Jennifer, Marie and special guest Ilene Miller
❖ 12:30 LUNCH / Book Exhibit

Meals are graciously sponsored by our publishers: Bedford/St. Martins, Cengage Learning, Fountainhead Press, and McGraw Hill

For more information, contact
Dr. Joanne Pedersen
Interim Director, First-Year Programs
760-750-4186 pedersen@csusm.edu